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Abstract15

Backgroud and purpose: Cancer is a disturbing disease with high morbidity and mortality.16

Although medical technology has been rapidly developed, diagnosis of cancer is still17

complicated, difficult, as well as expensive. Platelets mRNA profiles are altered after educated18

by tumors. Thereby tumor-educated platelets (TEPs) mRNA profiles have the potential19

diagnostic value for cancers. The aim of this study was to identify diagnostic tumor educated20

platelets (TEPs) genes involved in early or advanced pan cancer.21

Patients and methods: 285 platelets samples covering 55 healthy samples, 39 early cancer22

samples and 191 advanced cancer samples, as well as 636 samples covering 234 healthy23

samples, 55 early cancer samples and 345 metastatic cancer samples were retrieved from the24

GEO database (GSE68086 and GSE89843, respectively). The TEPs differentially expressed25

genes (TEPs DEGs) between healthy samples and early/advanced cancer samples were26

obtained. Gene ontology (GO) analysis and Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes27

(KEGG) pathway enrichment analysis were used to identify the pathways and functional28

annotation of TEPs DEGs. Protein–protein interaction of these TEPs DEGs was analyzed29

based on the STRING database and visualized by Cytoscape software. In addition, correlation30

analysis and diagnostic analysis were performed to evaluate the diagnostic value of TEPs31

mRNAs expression for early/advanced pan cancer.32

Results and conclusions: By integrated bioinformatics, a total of 43 biomarker genes were33

selected for further pathway enrichment analysis and correlation analysis, as well as34

diagnostic analysis. GO analysis showed these 43 TEPs mRNAs were mostly involved in35

protein binding, extracellular matrix and cellular protein metabolic process. KEGG pathway36
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enrichment analysis revealed that genes were mainly enriched in metabolic process.37

Eventually, by taking these 43 genes into spearman correlation analysis and receiving38

operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, we identified 1) TEPs RSL24D1 mRNA was39

negatively related to early pan cancer as compared to healthy controls and potential for early40

pan cancer diagnosis with a sensitivity of 71.8%, and a specificity of 64.3%; 2) HPSE, IFI27,41

LGALS3BP, CRYM, HBD, COL6A3, LAMB2, and IFITM3 showed an upward trend in the42

expression from early to more advanced pan cancer stages, and had a diagnostic value for43

pan cancer with a sensitivity of 60.9%, 59.1%, 56.5%, 57.8%, 54.3%, 55.2%, 55.2% ,60.9%,44

and a specificity of 94.5%, 90.9%, 87.3%, 89.1%, 72.7%, 85.5%, 89.1%, 94.5%, respectively;45

3) ARL2, FCGR2A, and KLHDC8B were positively associated with advanced, metastatic pan46

cancer as compared to healthy controls and could be diagnostic indicators for advanced pan47

cancer with a sensitivity of 59.2%, 61.8%, 59.7%, and a specificity of 80%, 89.1%, 83.6%,48

respectively. Therefore, our findings suggest that the 12-gene TEPs liquid-biopsy biomarkers49

will not only facilitate early diagnosis of pan cancer, but also be beneficial for pan cancer50

staging.51

Keywords: tumor educated platelets; diagnosis; platelet mRNA; bioinformatics analysis52

Background53

Cancer is one of the leading causes of global mortality. In 2020, 1806,590 new cancer cases54

were reported with a death toll of 606,520 [1]. Cancer early detection is critical to prevent55

cancer from reaching an incurable state, and may improve cancer survival [2, 3]. Although the56

rapid development of medical technology, the diagnosis of cancer is still limited by some57

conditions [4, 5]. Nowadays, the diagnosis of cancer is based on the combination of clinical58
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features, biochemical tests, radiology, endoscopy, and pathology analysis of tumor tissue.59

Tissue biopsy, an invasive and expensive examination, still represents the gold standard for60

tumor diagnosis. In order to overcome limitations of tissue acquisition, the use of blood-based61

biomarkers or liquid biopsies has been proposed [6, 7]. To date, multiple blood-based62

biomarkers are being evaluated as the subject of research, including circulating nucleic acids,63

circulating tumor cells (CTCs), metabolic products, extracellular vesicles and circulating64

miRNAs [8-11]. In addition, tumor-educated platelets (TEPs) have also been engaged in65

blood-based cancer diagnostics [12-14].66

Platelets are anucleate cells in the blood which contain a number of organelles including67

mitochondria and dense granules. Besides, they are packed with multiple RNA and proteins,68

which are received from megakaryocytes [15, 16]. Platelets, as a second most-abundant cell69

type in peripheral blood, are usually known to be the central regulator of thrombosis and70

hemostasis, which are generated from the cytoplasm of megakaryocytes [17]. Recent studies71

have demonstrated that platelets play essential roles in tumor progression and metastasis [18].72

Platelets can be activated by tumor cells directly or indirectly, leading to their behavior and73

RNA profiles alteration. Thus, the tumor-educated platelets (TEPs) formed, which in turn,74

promoted the metastasis of tumor cells. TEPs RNAs have been emerging as potential75

blood-based biomarkers for cancer diagnosis, prognosis and prediction [12, 13]. In addition,76

TEPs RNAs are advantageous in cancer diagnosis as biomarkers due to convenience and77

simplicity of platelet collection. Furthermore, recent studies have proved that TIMP1 and78

TGA2B mRNA in TEPs, as well as a three-platelet mRNA set: MAX, MTURN and HLA-B et.al79
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are diagnostic biomarkers for colorectal cancer and lung cancer respectively [19-22]. However,80

these reports have some limitations, including limited clinical samples, lacked cancer stage81

prediction and through them, only one single cancer species could be predicted. These factors82

all limit the application of TEPs biomarkers in clinical screening, diagnosis and staging of pan83

cancer.84

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology provides a new perspective for the study of85

pathological mechanisms underlying various cancers and has been widely applied to diagnose,86

assess and treat neoplasma [14, 23, 24]. Bioinformatics are new disciplines combined with life87

science and computer science which can be used to collect, process, store, disseminate,88

analyze/reanalyze and interpret genetic data.89

Here, we downloaded the next-generation sequencing datasets, GSE68086 (285 samples)90

and GSE89843 (636 samples), from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)91

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). We analyzed these datasets deeply and explored the92

mechanisms of changes in TEPs RNA profile utilizing integrated bioinformatics analysis,93

correlation analysis and diagnostic analysis. Eventually, we found that RSL24D1, HPSE, IFI27,94

LGALS3BP, CRYM, HBD, COL6A3, LAMB2, IFITM3, ARL2, FCGR2A and KLHDC8B in TEPs,95

which mainly enriched in protein binding, extracellular matrix and metabolic process, were96

negatively or positively correlated with pan cancer as compared to platelets of healthy controls,97

and they are potential for pan cancer diagnosis and staging.98

Material and Methods99

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
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Collection and inclusion criteria of studies100

We searched the GEO database for the following keywords: “cancer” (study keyword),101

“platelets” (study keyword), “Homo sapiens” (organism), “expression profiling by array or102

sequencing” (study type). The inclusion criteria for studies were as follows: (1) samples should103

be in three platelets groups including those collected from the healthy samples, early cancer104

samples and metastatic cancer samples, (2) the sample count should be proper, and (3)105

sufficient information should be used to perform the analysis. Consequently, GSE68086 and106

GSE89843 were collected for analyzing.107

Microarray data108

Two gene expression profiles (GSE68086 and GSE89843) were downloaded from the GEO109

database. The array data GSE68086 includes 285 platelets samples covering 55 healthy110

samples, 39 early, localized cancer samples and 191 advanced, metastatic cancer samples111

were collected for analysis. Similarly, the sequencing data GSE89843 chosen includes 636112

samples covering 234 healthy samples, 55 early, localized cancer samples and 345 metastatic113

cancer samples. Details were shown in Figure1A and Figure2A.114

Data processing115

A large number of high-throughput data is stored in the GEO database for free research and a116

variety of research methods or tools are derived unavoidably. R is a language and117

environment for statistical computing and graphics, which provides a wide variety of statistical118

(linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical tests et. al) and graphical techniques.119

EdgeR package was used to identify the differential expression of genes by linear modelling.120

Genes with FC (fold change) > 1 and adj P value (adjusted P-value) < 0.05 were considered to121
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be differential expressed in platelets collected from early/metastatic cancer samples and122

healthy samples. Then, R software was quoted to obtain the heatmaps and volcano plots123

about differential expression of genes in TEPs.124

Functional and pathway enrichment analysis125

GO (Gene ontology analysis) is used to reveal the function of genes and gene products in any126

organism [25]. KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) allots genes and127

genomes functional meanings at the molecular and higher levels [26]. DAVID (Database for128

Annotation Visualization and Integrated Discovery, http://www.david.niaid.nih.gov) is a129

database which is applied to annotation, visualization, and integrated discovery [27]. Here we130

took advantage of DAVID to annotate and visualize. The P value < 0.1 was regarded as131

significantly enriched. Next, R software was quoted to obtain the graphics of the enriched132

pathways about differential expression of genes in TEPs.133

PPI network construction and analysis of modules134

The STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes, https://string-db.org/)135

database aims to collect and integrate the information which represents all functional136

interactions between the expressed proteins through strengthening known and predicted137

protein-protein association data among plenty of organisms [28]. Thus protein–protein138

interaction (PPI) network of DEGs was built by STRING database. The Molecular Complex139

Detection (MCODE) based on Cytoscape was applied to screen modules of the PPI network140

with degree cutoff = 2, node score cutoff = 0.2, k-core = 2.141

Statistical analysis142

SPSS 23.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used to analyze statistics. Spearman143
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correlation coefficient was used to assess correlation between the average gene expression144

and that of the sample group for identifying genes whose expression change go up or down145

strictly monotonically with respect to group. The Mann Whitney test is then applied to identify146

the differential expressed genes among the different stages with P < 0.05 as the cutoff for the147

significance level. Receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used to148

evaluate the discriminatory power of the combinations. Data were shown as median ± inter149

quartile range. P < 0.05 were considered statistically significant and all tests were two-sided.150

Results151

Analysis of the mRNA profiles of TEPs from localized or metastatic pan cancer patients152

as compared to platelets from healthy controls153

The next-generation sequencing data of GSE68086 has 285 platelet samples collected from154

healthy controls (n = 55), early, localized (n = 39) or advanced, metastatic cancer (n = 191)155

(Figure 1A). The early, localized cancer patient cohort includes five tumor types containing156

breast cancer (BrCa, n = 14), colorectal cancer (CRC, n = 6), hepatobiliary cancer (HBC, n =157

4), non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC, n = 4), and pancreatic cancer (PAAD, n = 11). The158

advanced, metastatic cancer patient cohort consists of six tumor types, including BrCa (n = 25),159

CRC (n = 36), glioblastoma (GBM, n = 40), HBC (n = 10), NSCLC (n = 56), and PAAD (n = 24)160

(Figure 1A). There were 3905 differential expressed mRNAs, among which 1060 were161

up-regulated and 2845 were down-regulated in early, localized cancer treated platelets as162

compared to platelet samples of healthy controls, whereas 3059 differential expressed mRNAs,163

among which 854 were up-regulated and 2205 were down-regulated in advanced, metastatic164

cancer treated platelets as compared to platelet samples of healthy controls (Figure 1 B-C,165
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supplementary figure 1 A-B, Table S1 and S2). To further investigate the differential expression166

between early, localized cancer treated platelets and advanced, metastatic cancer treated167

platelets, we explored commonly altered genes by using Venny 2.1.0168

(https://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html). We verified 2593 commonly altered169

differential mRNAs from above platelets RNA-sequencing datasets, among them 669 were170

consistently up-regulated and 1924 were consistently down-regulated (Figure 1 D).171

mRNA profiles of TEPs are distinct between localized and metastatic NSCLC cancer172

The data of GSE89843 totally has 779 platelet samples collected from healthy controls (n =173

234), individuals without reported cancers, but with inflammatory conditions (n = 143), early,174

localized (n = 57) or metastatic NSCLC cancer (n = 345), respectively. Here, we chose 636 of175

them excluding individuals with inflammatory conditions for further analysis (Figure 2A).176

Screening the differential expressed genes, a total of 164 differential expressed mRNAs were177

identified between 57 early, localized tumor educated platelets samples and 234 platelets178

samples of healthy controls, including 117 up-regulated and 47 down-regulated genes (Table179

S3). In addition, there were 49 differential expressed mRNAs between 402 metastatic NSCLC180

treated platelets samples and 234 platelets samples of healthy controls, including 39181

up-regulated and 10 down-regulated genes (Table S4). Hierarchical clustering and a volcano182

plot were implemented to identify the differential expressed mRNAs (Figure 2 B-C,183

supplementary figure 2 A-B). For more insights into the differential expression between early,184

localized cancer treated platelets and metastatic cancer treated platelets, a venn diagram185

exhibited the common altered genes in Figure 2D. Among the 33 commonly altered differential186

mRNAs from above platelets RNA-sequencing datasets, 26 were consistently up-regulated187

https://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html
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and 7 were consistently down-regulated.188

Identification of differential expressed mRNAs in platelets between localized and189

metastatic pan cancer patients190

To investigate the differential expressed mRNAs in platelets between localized or metastatic191

cancer and healthy donors, we analyzed the microarray data of GSE68068 and GSE89843.192

Using fold change (FC) ≥ 1 as the cut-off criterion, we extracted 3905 (1060 up-regulated and193

2845 down-regulated) vs 164 (117 up-regulated and 47 down-regulated) DEGs (differential194

expressed genes) from localized tumor educated platelets as compared to platelet samples of195

healthy controls, and 3059 (854 up-regulated and 2205 down-regulated) vs 49 (39196

up-regulated and 10 down-regulated) DEGs from metastatic tumor educated platelets in the197

two datasets respectively (Figure 1B-C, Figure 2B-C, TableS1-4). To further investigate the key198

differential genes between localized tumor educated platelets and metastatic tumor educated199

platelets, we integrated four groups of DEGs mentioned above to further take the intersection.200

Using available venn website, 20 common DEGs were identified, 74 DEGs were only in the201

localized tumor educated platelets, whereas 13 DEGs were only in the metastatic tumor202

educated platelets (supplementary figure 3, Table S5). In addition, to further screen out the203

consistent altered DEGs in the localized or/and metastatic tumor educated platelets, we204

integrated the four up-regulated/down-regulated groups to take the intersection. And we205

extracted 13 common DEGs, 8 DEGs which were only in the localized tumor educated206

platelets and 12 DEGs which were only in the metastatic tumor educated platelets in the four207

up-regulated groups, whereas 2 common DEGs, 7 DEGs which were only in the localized208

tumor educated platelets and 1 DEGs which was only in the metastatic tumor educated209
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platelets in the four down-regulated groups (Figure 3A-B, Table 1). The DEGs which were only210

in the localized tumor educated platelets (PLXNB3, SAMD14, ALAS2, C4orf48, PARP10,211

EHBP1L1, DYSF, SSBP4, LRRC75A, CD69, RSL24D1, ZNF667, PPT1, IARS, HERC3), only212

in the metastatic tumor educated platelets (FCGR2A, KLHDC8B, DEFA3, IGFBP2, MAOB,213

ZNF346, ARL2, MMP1, KLHL35, CA1, RP11-525A16.4, CTD-2509G16.2, MS4A1) and which214

were common in both localized and metastatic tumor educated platelets (HPSE, IFI27,215

LGALS3BP, CRYM, WASF1, HBD, COL6A3, PRSS50 , LAMB2, LTF, TPM2, TYMP, NELL2,216

SLC38A1, IFITM3) were taken for the further analysis.217

Molecular concepts significantly enriched in tumor educated platelets218

To explore the underlying mechanism and signaling pathways of these DEGs enriched in,219

DAVID and KEGG were performed to acquire functional and pathway enrichment analysis. GO220

(gene ontology) analysis was employed to functionally annotate the differential expressed221

platelet RNAs. The most significant output of GO analysis was related to protein binding,222

extra-cellular matrix, cellular protein metabolic process, mitochondrial outer membrane and223

innate immune response in mucosa, et. al (Figure 3C-D). For biological processes, 43 DEGs224

were enriched in negative regulation of viral genome replication, positive regulation of225

osteoblast proliferation, cellular protein metabolic process, innate immune response in mucosa,226

extracellular matrix organization, negative regulation of GTPase activity, and antibacterial227

humoral response. In addition, molecular function illustrated that they were involved in protein228

binding, and serine-type endopeptidase activity. Furthermore, cell component showed that229

they were enriched in extracellular exosome, extracellular region, proteinaceous extracellular230

matrix, extracellular matrix, mitochondrial outer membrane, and extracellular space (Figure 3D,231
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supplementary figure 4, Table S6). By using KEGG analysis, we found these 43 DEGs were232

significantly enriched in metabolic process, mostly in glycine, serine and threonine metabolism233

(Figure 3E, Table S7). Besides, PPI network consisted of 41 nodes and 51 edges with a234

confidence score of ≥0.15. The correlated degree scores constructed with Cytoscape MCODE235

were 3.826, 3.684, 3.667, 2.8, 2.769, and 2.75, indicating that the platelet-derived DEGs were236

interacted with each other (Figure 3F).237

Diagnostic value of RSL24D1 for early, localized pan cancer238

According to the above results, we have identified that TEPs DEGs, including PLXNB3,239

SAMD14, ALAS2, C4orf48, PARP10, EHBP1L1, DYSF, SSBP4, LRRC75A, CD69, RSL24D1,240

ZNF667, PPT1, IARS, and HERC3 which were in the localized cancer with four groups241

intersection. To further investigate the signature of these TEPs DEGs, we primarily checked242

whether some genes had their expression-level changes correlated with the early, localized243

pan cancer. By using Spearman correlation coefficient, we demonstrated PLXNB3 (r = 0.359,244

p < 0.001), SAMD14 (r = 0.261, p = 0.011), LRRC75A (r = -0.592, p < 0.001), CD69 (r = -0.51,245

p < 0.001), RSL24D1 (r = -0.418, p < 0.001), ZNF667 (r = -0.331, p = 0.001), IARS (r = -0.286,246

p = 0.005), and HERC3 (r = -0.369, p < 0.001) were positively or negatively correlated with the247

early pan cancer based on the data from GSE68086 (Figure 4A), whereas PLXNB3 (r = 0.134,248

p = 0.022), SAMD14 (r = 0.291, p < 0.001), ALAS2 (r = 0.294, p < 0.001), C4orf48 (r = 0.249, p249

< 0.001), PARP10 (r = 0.192, p = 0.001), EHBP1L1 (r = 0.303, p < 0.001), SSBP4 (r = 0.212, p250

< 0.001), LRRC75A (r = -0.291, p < 0.001), CD69 (r = -0.191, p = 0.001), RSL24D1 (r = -0.296,251

p < 0.001), ZNF667 (r = -0.242, p < 0.001), PPT1 (r = -0.175, p = 0.003), IARS (r = -0.25, p <252

0.001), and HERC3 (r = -0.26, p < 0.001) were positively or negatively correlated with the early253
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NSCLC cancer based on the data from GSE89843 (Supplementary figure 5A). In addition, to254

further explore the diagnostic value of these TEPs DEGs, ROC analysis was carried out.255

Diagnostic analysis results showed that PLXNB3 (AUC=0.71, P=0.001), LRRC75A-AS1 (AUC256

= 0.847, P < 0.001), CD69 (AUC = 0.799, P < 0.001), RSL24D1 (AUC = 0.745, P < 0.001), and257

HERC3 (AUC = 0.716, P < 0.001) had a diagnostic value based on the data from GSE68086258

(Figure 4B), whereas SAMD14 (AUC = 0.712, P < 0.001), ALAS2 (AUC = 0.714, P < 0.001),259

EHBP1L1 (AUC = 0.72, P < 0.001), LRRC75A-AS1 (AUC = 0.712, P < 0.001) and RSL24D1260

(AUC = 0.715, P < 0.001) had a diagnostic value based on the data from GSE89843261

(Supplementary figure 5B). Taking the results from two datasets into intersection, we identified262

RSL24D1 was negatively correlated with the early, localized cancer as compared to healthy263

controls, meanwhile it had a diagnostic value for early, localized cancer with a sensitivity of264

71.8%, and a specificity of 64.3%.265

Association of the TEPs DEGs signature with pan cancer diagnosis and staging266

HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP, CRYM, WASF1, HBD, COL6A3, PRSS50, LAMB2, LTF, TPM2,267

TYMP, NELL2, SLC38A1, and IFITM3 were differentially expressed in both localized and268

metastatic cancer educated platelets as compared to platelets of healthy controls. By using269

Spearman correlation coefficient, we detected that in addition to TYMP, the expression levels270

of the remaining 14 TEPs DEGs were positively or negatively related to pan cancer stage on271

basis of the data from GSE68086 (Figure 5A), showing an upward or downward trend in the272

expression of TEPs DEGs from early to more advanced stages, whereas a total of these 15273

TEPs DEGs were positively or negatively correlated with the stage of NSCLC on basis of the274

data from GSE89843 (Supplementary figure 6A). Additionally, diagnostic analysis results275
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indicated that HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP, CRYM, HBD, COL6A3, LAMB2, and IFITM3 (AUC >276

0.7, P < 0.001) had predictive validation value for pan cancer based on the data from277

GSE68086 and GSE89843 (Figure 5B, Supplementary figure 6B). Taking both correlation and278

diagnostic value into consideration, we verified HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP, CRYM, HBD,279

COL6A3, LAMB2, and IFITM3 were positively related to pan cancer stage and were potential280

for pan cancer diagnosis and staging with a sensitivity of 60.9%, 59.1%, 56.5%, 57.8%, 54.3%,281

55.2%, 55.2% ,60.9%, and a specificity of 94.5%, 90.9%, 87.3%, 89.1%, 72.7%, 85.5%, 89.1%,282

94.5%, respectively.283

Diagnostic value of ARL2, FCGR2A, and KLHDC8B for advanced, metastatic pan cancer284

We have known that FCGR2A, KLHDC8B, DEFA3, IGFBP2, MAOB, ZNF346, ARL2, MMP1,285

KLHL35, CA1, RP11-525A16.4, CTD-2509G16.2, and MS4A1 were only differentially286

expressed in advanced, metastatic pan cancer. Here, we aimed to explore the diagnostic287

value of these TEPs DEGs for advanced, metastatic pan cancer. By using Spearman288

correlation coefficient, we identified that apart from CA1, the expression levels of the289

remaining 12 TEPs DEGs were positively or negatively correlated with advanced pan cancer290

through integrating two datasets from GSE68086 and GSE89843 (Figure 6A, Supplementary291

figure 7A). Besides, diagnostic analysis results showed that FCGR2A (AUC = 0.831, P <292

0.001), KLHDC8B(AUC = 0.774, P < 0.001), MAOB (AUC = 0.77, P < 0.001), ZNF346 (AUC =293

0.742, P < 0.001), ARL2 (AUC = 0.769, P < 0.001), MMP1 (AUC = 0.714, P < 0.001), and294

MS4A1 (AUC = 0.87, P < 0.001) had the diagnostic value based on the data from GSE68086295

(Figure 6B). However, by analyzing GSE89843 data, we found only FCGR2A (AUC = 0.705, P296

< 0.001), KLHDC8B (AUC = 0.707, P < 0.001), IGFBP2 (AUC = 0.711, P < 0.001), and ARL2297
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(AUC = 0.791, P < 0.001) had the diagnostic value for metastatic NSCLC cancer298

(Supplementary figure 7B). Taking these results into intersection, we detected ARL2, FCGR2A,299

and KLHDC8B were negatively correlated with the advanced, metastatic pan cancer in300

comparison with healthy controls and they were essential for advanced, metastatic pan cancer301

diagnosis with a sensitivity of 59.2%, 61.8%, 59.7%, and a specificity of 80%, 89.1%, 83.6%,302

respectively.303

Discussion304

Diagnosis of cancer is difficult and complicated which mainly depends on clinical experience,305

patients' clinical manifestations and signs, laboratory examinations, imaging examinations,306

and histopathological examination at present. Imaging examinations including radiography,307

ultrasonography, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are308

usually used for cancer screening and monitoring. Tumor tissue biopsy is deemed to be the309

gold standard of cancer sub-typing. But it is expensive, invasive and even rather difficult to310

obtain in several cases [29]. Most of these traditional methods used to screen for cancer311

detect the disease already at a later stage [30]. Mammography is the standard imaging312

modality for early detection of breast cancer. However, women with dense breast tissue,313

mammography is less sensitive and not all breast cancers can be detected [31]. Colonoscopy314

and bronchoscope are effective methods for diagnosing colorectal and lung cancers315

respectively [32, 33]. However, they usually detect colorectal or lung cancer at an advanced316

stage. Hepatobiliary cancer and glioblastoma are with high malignancy, morbidity and mortality317

rates, and low cure rates. If they are diagnosed at an early stage, these current situations will318

be improved. Recently, many efforts are being made to improve the early diagnostic methods,319
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noninvasive liquid biopsies, especially popular in the diagnosis of solid tumors which are320

difficult to obtain tissue biopsy before surgery, offering a promising alternative for tumor321

diagnosis, prediction and monitoring [34]. Comfortingly, compared to traditional tissue biopsy,322

liquid biopsies are more advantages, since: 1) low side effects, non-invasive, and being323

capable of repeatable sampling, 2) not relying on imaging examinations, 3) effectively dealing324

with tumor heterogeneity. In this study, we identified 12-gene TEPs mRNAs as liquid-biopsy325

biomarkers for diagnosing and staging pan cancer including breast cancer, colorectal cancer,326

lung cancer, hepatobiliary cancer, glioblastoma and pancreatic cancer.327

Blood samples for liquid biopsy include circulating tumor cells (CTCs), cell-free nucleic acids,328

exosomes (DNA, RNA, miRNA, proteins), and TEPs [35]. Liquid biopsy shows bright future329

prospects for early detection of cancers, but CTCs, cell-free nucleic acids and exosomes have330

limitations of being very low in number in early stages of multiple cancers [35, 36].331

Platelets-associated indicators and platelet counts have been shown associated with the332

prognosis of resectable lung and colorectal cancers [37-39]. In addition to the predictive role of333

platelets-associated indicators in cancer, platelet counts, or protein markers, Best et. al [13]334

have identified RNA profiles of TEPs can be used to diagnose cancer patients with 96%335

accuracy through NGS based on 283 blood platelet samples, isolated from healthy controls336

and patients with cancer. Furthermore, recent studies have demonstrated that TIMP1 and337

TGA2B mRNA in tumor-educated platelets are diagnostic biomarkers for colorectal cancer and338

lung cancer respectively [19, 20]. In this study, integrating the NGS datasets, GSE68086 and339

GSE89843, downloaded from GEO datasets, we identified 43 TEPs genes were consistently340
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differential expressed through bioinformatic analysis, and they were involved in many341

biological processes including protein binding, extracellular matrix, cellular protein metabolic342

process, mitochondrial outer membrane and innate immune response in mucosa, and343

enriched in multiple pathways, such as glycine, serine and threonine metabolism. After further344

investigating these 43 DEGs through correlation and diagnostic analysis, we finally345

demonstrated that 12 DEGs, including RSL24D1, HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP, CRYM, HBD,346

COL6A3, LAMB2, IFITM3, ARL2, FCGR2A, and KLHDC8B in TEPs were essential for pan347

cancer detection at different stages.348

RSL24D (ribosomal L24 domain containing 1), also called C15orf15, RPL24L, or My024,349

encodes probable ribosome biogenesis protein RLP24, involved in the biogenesis of the 60S350

ribosomal subunit, ensuring the docking of GTPBP4/NOG1 to pre-60S particles. Only few351

studies have been reported on RSL24D1 at present. It is related to hypercholesterolemia,352

children chronic kidney disease (CKD) when compared with control samples [40, 41]. A recent353

study has shown that change of RSL24D1 is associated with advanced-stage NSCLC354

compared with stage I NSCLC through genome-wide methylation profiles analysis, which is355

the only one mentioned that RSL24D1 is related to tumor [42]. In our study, we found356

RSL24D1 in TEPs was negatively associated with early pan cancer, including breast cancer,357

lung cancer, CRC, PAAD, HBC, as compared to healthy controls. In addition, we also358

demonstrated the diagnostic value of RSL24D1 for early pan cancer with a sensitivity of 71.8%,359

and a specificity of 64.3%. Furthermore, we demonstrated that ARL2, FCGR2A, and360

KLHDC8B in TEPs were positively related to metastatic pan cancer in comparison with healthy361
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controls and had potential diagnostic significance for metastatic pan cancer with a sensitivity of362

59.2%, 61.8%, 59.7%, and a specificity of 80%, 89.1%, 83.6%, respectively. Although the role363

of KLHDC8B in tumors is not clear yet, excessive studies have reported that ARL2 and364

FCGR2A are associated with cancer growth, invasion, as well as recurrence [43, 44].365

In addition to the value of RSL24D1 in TEPs for early pan caner, as well as ARL2, FCGR2A,366

and KLHDC8B for metastatic pan cancer, we also identified that HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP,367

CRYM, HBD, COL6A3, LAMB2 and IFITM3 in TEPs were positively related to pan cancer368

stage and essential for diagnosing pan cancer with a sensitivity of 60.9%, 59.1%, 56.5%,369

57.8%, 54.3%, 55.2%, 55.2% ,60.9%, and a specificity of 94.5%, 90.9%, 87.3%, 89.1%, 72.7%,370

85.5%, 89.1%, 94.5%, respectively. Ketimine reductase mu-crystallin and hemoglobin subunit371

delta which are encoded by CRYM and HBD respectively, have not yet been found to play a372

role in tumor progression. However multiple studies have shown the remaining genes are373

closely related to tumor progression. HPSE over-expression is related to tumor growth,374

metastasis, and angiogenesis [45]. HPSE knockdown suppresses the tumor growth and lung375

metastasis of melanoma [46]. IFI27 (interferon alpha-inducible protein 27) has been involved376

in different apoptosis signaling pathways, including type-I interferon-induced apoptosis and377

TNFSF10-induced apoptosis [47-49], and the innate immune response [50, 51]. In addition,378

up-regulation of IFI27 participates in the invasion and proliferation of many types of cancers,379

such as oral squamous cell carcinoma, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma and breast cancer380

[52-54]. LGALS3BP encodes galectin-3-binding protein which is involved in regulating cell381

adhesion, growth, differentiation, apoptosis, as well as angiogenesis. Its up-regulation has a382
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prognostic value for multiple cancers, such as breast cancer, gastric cancer, colorectal cancer,383

liver cancer and GBM [55-59]. COL6A3 has been demonstrated to have potential clinical384

significance of diagnosis or promotion roles in a number of cancers, including PAAD, CRC,385

and gynecologic oncology [60-63]. LAMB2, subunit beta-2 of laminin, mediates the attachment,386

migration and organization of various cells, including cancer cells, into tissues during387

embryonic development by interacting with other extracellular matrix components [64]. In388

addition, IFITM3P plays roles in promotion of both blood and solid tumors through different389

signaling pathways [65-67]. According to an online website, GEPIA (Gene Expression Profiling390

Interactive Analysis, http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/), although RSL24D1, IFI27, LGALS3BP,391

LAMB2 and KLHDC8B are not correlated with prognosis of pan cancer patients, the392

expression of HPSE, CRYM, HBD, IFITM3, ARL2 and FCGR2A in tumor issues is negatively393

related to overall survival (p<0.001) in pan cancer (BrCa, CRC, HBC, NSCLC, PAAD, GBM)394

patients (data not shown), which is consistent with our research in TEPs. However, by using395

GEPIA, we found the higher expression of COL6A3 leads to the longer overall survival396

(p<0.001), which was opposite to previous studies, and our findings demonstrated that397

COL6A3 showed an upward trend in the expression from early to more advanced pan cancer398

stages. Different clinical sample sources based on the website may explain this phenomenon.399

Self-sufficiency in growth signals, insensitivity to antigrowth signals, limitless replicative400

potential, sustained angiogenesis, tissue invasion and metastasis, avoiding immune401

destruction, tumor promotion inflammation, deregulating cellular energetics, genome instability402

and mutation and resisting cell death are hallmarks of cancer [68]. According to the GO term403

http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/
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analysis and KEGG pathway analysis, we found these TEPs mRNAs were correlated with404

protein binding, extracellular matrix, cellular protein metabolic process, mitochondrial outer405

membrane and innate immune response in mucosa, as well as enriched in metabolic process,406

mostly glycine, serine and threonine metabolism. Metabolic abnormalities, as one of the ten407

hallmarks of cancer, are mutually causal with tumor tumorigenesis. Tumor blood metastasis408

can be divided into three steps including the translocation of vascular endothelial cells from409

tumor cells through the tumor tissue from the primary site, tumor cells rolling with the blood, as410

well as the implantation of tumor cells in the metastatic site. And multiple cell adhesion411

molecules, extracellular matrix and other blood cells are involved in tumor metastatic process.412

Recently, platelets have been found to have a critical role in the promotion of tumorigenesis413

during the metastasization. Mechanisms may be as follows: 1) Platelets can be activated by414

tumor cells in the blood vessels, then aggregating around tumor cells to form a tumor415

thrombus, thereby protecting the tumor cells from the immune system attack; 2) Platelets can416

adhere to endothelial cells and tumor cells meanwhile through surface adhesion molecules,417

such as p-selectin, which can act as a bridge between tumor cells and endothelial cells,418

thereby helping tumor cells to adhere to the vascular endothelial cells at the metastatic site; 3)419

Platelets can secrete a variety of biological factors, then promote tumor growth and420

angiogenesis of tumor tissue [69, 70]. Taking these into consideration, we hypothesize that421

cancer cells alter the expression of platelet mRNA, which leads to change of platelet function422

and metabolic dysfunction, which in turn further affecting tumor progression. Thus, we believe423

alternative TEPs mRNAs, including RSL24D1, HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP, CRYM, HBD,424

COL6A3, LAMB2, IFITM3, ARL2, FCGR2A, and KLHDC8B mRNA can potentially serve as425
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non-invasive biomarkers for diagnosing pan cancer, even can predict the prognosis of pan426

cancer, although more scientific researches and evidences are needed to verify.427

In conclusion, the present study firstly demonstrates that RSL24D1, HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP,428

CRYM, HBD, COL6A3, LAMB2, IFITM3, ARL2, FCGR2A, and KLHDC8B mRNA in TEPs can429

not only serve as non-invasive biomarkers for diagnosing pan cancer, but also can predict430

stages of pan cancer.431
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Table I Consistent altered DEGs in the localized or / and metastatic tumor educated platelets674

Types Down Up
early/localized cancer LRRC75A-AS1 PLXNB3

CD69 SAMD14
RSL24D1 ALAS2
ZNF667-AS1 C4orf48
PPT1 PARP10
IARS EHBP1L1
HERC3 DYSF

SSBP4
common between early and advanced cancer NELL2 HBD

SLC38A1 IFITM3
CRYM
IFI27
HPSE
WASF1
LGALS3BP
TYMP
COL6A3
LAMB2
TPM2
LTF
PRSS50

advanced cancer MS4A1 FCGR2A
KLHDC8B
DEFA3
IGFBP2
MAOB
ZNF346
ARL2
MMP1
KLHL35
CA1
RP11-525A16.4
CTD-2509G16.2
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Figure legends675

Figure 1 Identification of DEGs in TEPs from localized or metastatic pan cancer patients in676

comparation with platelets from healthy controls based on the datasets GSE68086. (A),677

Number of platelet samples of healthy controls and cancer patients with different stages or678

types of cancer based on GSE68086. (B-C), Hierarchical clustering heatmap of DEGs in the679

expression profiling datasets GSE68086. (B), Heatmap of DEGs in TEPs collected from680

healthy controls and early, localized cancer patients. (C), heatmap of DEGs in TEPs collected681

from healthy controls and advanced, metastatic cancer patients. The horizontal axis indicates682

the sample, and the vertical axis indicates the DEGs. Red represents the up-regulated DEGs683

and green represents the down-regulated DEGs. DEGs, differential expressed genes. (D),684

Identification of TEPs mRNAs between localized and metastatic pan cancer. Left, commonly685

altered differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. Middle, identification of up-regulated differential686

expressed TEPs mRNAs. Right, identification of down-regulated differential expressed TEPs687

mRNAs.688

Figure 2 mRNA profiles of TEPs from localized or metastatic NSCLC cancer patients as689

compared to platelets from healthy controls based on the datasets GSE89843. (A), Number of690

platelet samples of healthy controls and NSCLC cancer patients at different stages. (B-C),691

Hierarchical clustering heatmap of DEGs in the expression profiling datasets GSE89843. (B),692

Heatmap of DEGs in TEPs collected from healthy controls and early, localized NSCLC cancer693

patients. (C), heatmap of DEGs in TEPs collected from healthy controls and metastatic694

NSCLC cancer patients. The horizontal axis indicates the sample, and the vertical axis695

indicates the DEGs. Red represents the up-regulated DEGs and green represents the696
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down-regulated DEGs. (D), Identification of TEPs mRNAs between localized and metastatic697

NSCLC cancer. Left, commonly altered differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. Middle,698

identification of up-regulated differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. Right, identification of699

down-regulated differential expressed TEPs mRNAs.700

Figure 3 Analysis of the spliced RNA repertoire of TEPs from pan cancer patients at different701

stages. (A-B), Identification of DEGs in the four datasets (GSE68086 early pan cancer and702

metastatic pan cancer, GSE89843 early NSCLC cancer and metastatic NSCLC cancer) via703

Venn diagrams software. (A), identification of up-regulated differential expressed TEPs704

mRNAs. (B), identification of down-regulated differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. Different705

colors represent different datasets. (C-D), GO analyses of the DEGs according to their706

biological process, cellular component and molecular function. GO, gene ontology. (E), KEGG707

pathway enrichment analysis. Dot size represents the number of genes in each KEGG708

pathway; P-value: Red < purple < blue. KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes.709

(F) Protein-protein interaction network of DEGs visualized through String datasets.710

Figure 4 Diagnostic value of TEPs DEGs for early, localized pan cancer based on the datasets711

GSE68086. (A), Correlation analysis between expression levels of 15 TEPS DEGs and two712

groups including healthy control groups and early cancer groups. HC, healthy control; EC,713

early cancer; The 15 TEPS DEGs are PLXNB3, SAMD14, ALAS2, C4orf48, PARP10,714

EHBP1L1, DYSF, SSBP4, LRRC75A, CD69, RSL24D1, ZNF667, PPT1, IARS, and HERC3,715

respectively. (B), ROC analysis of sensitivity and specificity of the above 15 TEPS DEGs716

signature in predicting the diagnosis of early pan cancer patients.717

Figure 5 Identification of 15 TEPS DEGs signatures for pan cancer diagnosis based on the718
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datasets GSE68086. (A), Correlation analysis between expression levels of 15 TEPS DEGs719

and three groups including healthy control groups, early cancer groups and advanced cancer720

groups. HC, healthy control; EC, early cancer; AC, advanced cancer. The 15 TEPS DEGs are721

HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP, CRYM, WASF1, HBD, COL6A3, PRSS50, LAMB2, LTF, TPM2,722

TYMP, NELL2, SLC38A1, and IFITM3, respectively. (B), ROC analysis of sensitivity and723

specificity of the above 15 TEPS DEGs signature in predicting the diagnosis of pan cancer724

patients.725

Figure 6 Diagnostic value of 13 TEPs DEGs for advanced, metastatic pan cancer based on726

the datasets GSE68086. (A), Correlation analysis between expression levels of 13 TEPS727

DEGs and two groups including healthy control groups and advanced cancer groups. HC,728

healthy control; AC, advanced cancer. The 13 TEPS DEGs are FCGR2A, KLHDC8B, DEFA3,729

IGFBP2, MAOB, ZNF346, ARL2, MMP1, KLHL35, CA1, RP11-525A16.4, CTD-2509G16.2,730

and MS4A1, respectively. (B), ROC analysis of sensitivity and specificity of the above 15731

TEPS DEGs signature in predicting the diagnosis of advanced pan cancer patients.732



Figures

Figure 1

Identi�cation of DEGs in TEPs from localized or metastatic pan cancer patients incomparation with
platelets from healthy controls based on the datasets GSE68086. (A), Number of platelet samples of
healthy controls and cancer patients with different stages or types of cancer based on GSE68086. (B-C),



Hierarchical clustering heatmap of DEGs in the expression pro�ling datasets GSE68086. (B), Heatmap of
DEGs in TEPs collected from healthy controls and early, localized cancer patients. (C), heatmap of DEGs
in TEPs collected from healthy controls and advanced, metastatic cancer patients. The horizontal axis
indicates the sample, and the vertical axis indicates the DEGs. Red represents the up-regulated DEGs and
green represents the down-regulated DEGs. DEGs, differential expressed genes. (D), Identi�cation of TEPs
mRNAs between localized and metastatic pan cancer. Left, commonly altered differential expressed TEPs
mRNAs. Middle, identi�cation of up-regulated differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. Right, identi�cation of
down-regulated differential expressed TEPs mRNAs



Figure 2

mRNA pro�les of TEPs from localized or metastatic NSCLC cancer patients as compared to platelets
from healthy controls based on the datasets GSE89843. (A), Number of platelet samples of healthy
controls and NSCLC cancer patients at different stages. (B-C), Hierarchical clustering heatmap of DEGs in
the expression pro�ling datasets GSE89843. (B), Heatmap of DEGs in TEPs collected from healthy
controls and early, localized NSCLC cancer patients. (C), heatmap of DEGs in TEPs collected from healthy



controls and metastatic NSCLC cancer patients. The horizontal axis indicates the sample, and the vertical
axis indicates the DEGs. Red represents the up-regulated DEGs and green represents the 35 / 36 down-
regulated DEGs. (D), Identi�cation of TEPs mRNAs between localized and metastatic NSCLC cancer. Left,
commonly altered differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. Middle, identi�cation of up-regulated differential
expressed TEPs mRNAs. Right, identi�cation of down-regulated differential expressed TEPs mRNAs.

Figure 3



Analysis of the spliced RNA repertoire of TEPs from pan cancer patients at different stages. (A-B),
Identi�cation of DEGs in the four datasets (GSE68086 early pan cancer and metastatic pan cancer,
GSE89843 early NSCLC cancer and metastatic NSCLC cancer) via Venn diagrams software. (A),
identi�cation of up-regulated differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. (B), identi�cation of down-regulated
differential expressed TEPs mRNAs. Different colors represent different datasets. (C-D), GO analyses of
the DEGs according to their biological process, cellular component and molecular function. GO, gene
ontology. (E), KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. Dot size represents the number of genes in each KEGG
pathway; P-value: Red < purple < blue. KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. (F) Protein-
protein interaction network of DEGs visualized through String datasets.



Figure 4

Diagnostic value of TEPs DEGs for early, localized pan cancer based on the datasets GSE68086. (A),
Correlation analysis between expression levels of 15 TEPS DEGs and two groups including healthy
control groups and early cancer groups. HC, healthy control; EC, early cancer; The 15 TEPS DEGs are
PLXNB3, SAMD14, ALAS2, C4orf48, PARP10, EHBP1L1, DYSF, SSBP4, LRRC75A, CD69, RSL24D1,
ZNF667, PPT1, IARS, and HERC3, respectively. (B), ROC analysis of sensitivity and speci�city of the above
15 TEPS DEGs signature in predicting the diagnosis of early pan cancer patients.

Figure 5



Identi�cation of 15 TEPS DEGs signatures for pan cancer diagnosis based on the 36 / 36 datasets
GSE68086. (A), Correlation analysis between expression levels of 15 TEPS DEGs and three groups
including healthy control groups, early cancer groups and advanced cancer groups. HC, healthy control;
EC, early cancer; AC, advanced cancer. The 15 TEPS DEGs are HPSE, IFI27, LGALS3BP, CRYM, WASF1,
HBD, COL6A3, PRSS50, LAMB2, LTF, TPM2, TYMP, NELL2, SLC38A1, and IFITM3, respectively. (B), ROC
analysis of sensitivity and speci�city of the above 15 TEPS DEGs signature in predicting the diagnosis of
pan cancer patients

Figure 6



Diagnostic value of 13 TEPs DEGs for advanced, metastatic pan cancer based on the datasets
GSE68086. (A), Correlation analysis between expression levels of 13 TEPS DEGs and two groups
including healthy control groups and advanced cancer groups. HC, healthy control; AC, advanced cancer.
The 13 TEPS DEGs are FCGR2A, KLHDC8B, DEFA3, IGFBP2, MAOB, ZNF346, ARL2, MMP1, KLHL35, CA1,
RP11-525A16.4, CTD-2509G16.2, and MS4A1, respectively. (B), ROC analysis of sensitivity and speci�city
of the above 15 TEPS DEGs signature in predicting the diagnosis of advanced pan cancer patients.
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